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The neighbourhood of an element in a triple system of index 1 is the I-regular 
multigraph whose edges are the unordered pairs appearing in triples with the fixed 
element. We prove, for every 1, that every I-regular simple graph meeting the 
necessary congruence and density conditions appears as the neighbourhood of an 
element. Applications in design theory are given. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. BACKGROUND 
A triple system B[3, A; u] is a pair (V, B); V is a v-set of elements, and 
B is a collection of 3-element subsets of V called blocks or triples, with the 
property that every 2-subset of V appears in precisely 1 triples. For a fixed 
element x, the neighbourhood of X, N(x), is the multiset of unordered pairs 
which appear in triples with x. We usually interpret N(x) as the edges of a 
multigraph. Then it is natural to ask which multigraphs are neighbourhoods 
in triple systems. First, it is evident that the neighbourhood is always a 
I-regular multigraph. There are other necessary conditions, however. For 
a l-regular, n-vertex multigraph to be a neighbourhood, elementary 
counting gives the necessary congruence conditions, An = 0 (mod 2) and 
An(n - 1) E An (mod 6) (these are just the conditions for a B[3, A; n + I] to 
exist). There is also a structural necessary condition. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that G is a A-regular n-vertex multigraph which 
contains an edge-cutset of size c separating G into components of size s and 
n-s. Then G is a neighbourhood only if the following density condition 
holds : 
Proof: The left-hand side counts edges “inside” the two classes which 
appear in AK, - G. The right-hand side counts twice the number of edges 
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“crossing” between classes in AK, - G. For G to be a neighbourhood, 
AK,,- G must have an edge-partition into triangles. In such a partition, 
triples use either three inside edges or one inside and two cross edges; the 
inequality follows. 1 
The congruence and density necessary conditions leave a very rich class 
of candidate multigraphs for each 1; we make the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. Every A-regular multigraph meeting the necessary con- 
gruence and density necessary conditions is a neighbourhood. 
There has been much progress towards settling this question. For 1= 1, 
of course, the problem is trivially settled by the existence of Steiner triple 
systems. For 1. = 2, Colbourn and Rosa [4] completely settled the problem 
by proving 
THEOREM 1.2. Every 2-regular multigraph with n E 0, 2 (mod 3) vertices 
is a neighbourhood in a B[3, 2; n + 1 J with two exceptions: C2 u C,, and 
c3uc3. 
It is easy to check that the two exceptions fail to meet the conditions of 
Lemma 1.1, and hence Theorem 1.2 establishes the conjecture for A = 2. 
Theorem 1.2 employs a useful theorem on partial triple systems, which we 
also have occasion to use later. A partial triple system PB[3, A; U] relaxes 
the pair condition to require that every 2-subset of V appears in at most 
A triples, This may leave certain pairs covered fewer than A times. The leave 
of a partial triple system is the multigraph with vertex set I’/; an edge 
{x, J} appears 1 --s times in the leave when the pair appears s times 
in the partial system. The relation between characterizing leaves and 
neighbourhoods is close: The PB[3, i; n] obtained by deleting all triples 
containing an element a in a B[3,1; n + l] has leave N(a). Thus charac- 
terizing neighbourhoods is equivalent to characterizing leaves which are 
regular of degree /2. 
Colbourn and Rosa [S] characterized leaves with vertices of degree 0 
and 2 in PB[3, 1; ~1’s. This, together with Theorem 1.2 and a number of 
graph-theoretic partitioning results, enabled Colbourn and McKay [3] to 
prove: 
THEOREM 1.3. Every cubic multigraph on n vertices is a neighbourhood of 
a B[3, 3; n + l] with three exceptions, depicted in Fig. 1. 
“, a lb--4l 
FIGURE 1 
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The three exceptions here again fail to meet the conditions of 
Lemma 1.1, and hence Theorem 1.3 establishes the conjecture for ;1= 3, The 
goal of this paper is to examine an extension to all I; in particular, we 
prove the conjecture for all simple graphs. Many of the techniques used 
extend easily to multigraphs; we remark later what remains to be settled to 
establish the conjecture. 
Before getting into details, it is worth discussing applications at the 
outset. One algorithmic reason for interest is that neighbourhoods are used 
as isomorphism invariants, as heuristic to distinguish nonisomorphic 
designs. The effectiveness of this invariant is closely related to the number 
of actual neighbourhoods which appear, and hence the conjecture asserts 
that the invariant is as powerful as one could hope. The second main type 
of application is in the construction of triple systems with desired proper- 
ties. We give two examples. Observe that the chromatic number of the 
triple system is at least as large as the chromatic number of the 
neighbourhood of an element; this gives a method for constructing triple 
systems with a large chromatic number. A further application is to 
indecomposable systems; requiring the neighbourhood to be a small graph 
with no regular factor ensures that the triple system is indecomposable. 
This produces, for example, the smallest known indecomposable triple 
system with I= 5. Numerous similar uses for specifying a neighbourhood 
exist. 
2. EVEN 2 
We first address the general case when II is even. The main tool used is 
a classic theorem due to Petersen [6]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every 2s-regular multigraph has a 2-factorization, i.e., a 
partition of its edges into s 2-factors. 
Petersen’s theorem provides the vehicle for extending Theorem 1.2 to all 
even 2; the easiest case occurs when the order is admissible for a 
B[3, 2; n + l] to exist. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a 2s-regular multigraph on n > 6 vertices, n = 0, 2 
(mod 3). Then G is a neighbourhood in a B[3,2s; n + 11. 
Proof Use Petersen’s theorem to 2-factorize G into 2-factors Q 1, . . . . QS. 
For each Qi, form a B[3,2; n+ l] with N(a)= Qi using Theorem 1.2. 
Their union is a B[3, 2s; n + l] with N(co) = G. 1 
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When n = 1 (mod 3), A z 0 (mod 6). It suffices here to handle the case 
A= 6. We first consider the case n z 1 (mod 6), and use the following 
theorem of Colbourn and, Rosa [S]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Every graph with n E 1, 3 (mod 6) vertices and e r0 
(mod 3) edges having every vertex of degree 0 or 2 is the leave of a 
PB[3, 1; n]. 
This enables us to use a decomposition technique. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a 6-regular graph with n z 1 (mod 6) vertices. 
Then G is a neighbourhood in a B[3,6; n + 11. 
Prooj Let Q , Q,, Q3 be a 2-factorization of G. Find some vertex x 
which, in at least one of the Qi, is not in a triangle (such an x exist, since 
n E 1 (mod 3)). Suppose without loss of generality that {x,x,}, (x, x2} 
appear in a cycle of length greater than three in Q,, and that {x, x,}, 
{x, x4} appear in Q2, and (x,x,}, {x,x6} appear in Q3. Now let 
Rj= Qi- {{x, xZi-,}, {x, ~~~1) u {xZi- 1, xZi}. R, is a simple graph with 
maximum degree two having 0 (mod 3) edges, and hence by Theorem 2.3 
is the leave of a PB[3, 1; n], B,. R, may be either simple or have one 
double edge. If it is simple, take the union of a PB[3, 1; n] with leave R, 
and any B[3, 1; n] to form B,. If it is not simple, we need a PB[3, 2; n] 
with leave R, to be B2. To do this, observe {x3, x4} is the double edge, 
and assume (a, 6) is another edge of R,. Form SZ by replacing one copy 
of {x3,x4} and {a,b} by { x3, a} and {x4, 6). Then form a PB[3,1; n] 
with leave S,, and add to this a B[3, 1; n] in which N(x) contains {x3, x4} 
and {a, b}. In the result, replace the blocks {x, xg, x4} and {x, a, 6) by 
{x,x3,a} and (x,x4, b} to form the required BZ. Proceed similarly to 
form B, for R,. Finally, take B, to be any B[3, 1; n] containing the blocks 
{ x,x1, x6>, (x,x2, x3), {x,x4, x5), and {x2, x4, x6). 
Union B, , B,, B,, B, to form B. Then remove the four blocks above and 
add the three blocks {x1, x2, x,}, { x2, x3, x4}, and {x4, x5, x,}. It is easy 
to verify that the resulting system is a PB[3,6; n] whose leave is G, and 
this gives the required B[3, 6; n + 11. m 
The last remaining case is for n E 4 (mod 6) vertices, and a similar 
strategy is used. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a 6-regular graph with n = 4 (mod 6) vertices. 
Then G is a neighbourhood in a B[3,6; n + I]. 
Proof: Consider a vertex x of G having neighbours {x1, . . . . x6). Form 
G’ by deleting x from G and adding edges (x1, x2}, {x3, x4}, {x5, x6}. G’ 
has a 2-factorization Q,, Q,, Q3 ; we can assume without loss of generality 
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that Q, contains no 2-cycle. Hence using Theorem 2.3, Q, is the leave of 
a PB [ 3, 1; n - 11, and Q2 and Q3 are leaves of PB [ 3,2; n - 11’s. The union 
of these three partial systems gives a PB[3, 5; n - l] whose leave is G’. 
Now form a PB[3, 1; n- l] whose leave contains the edges (x2, x,}, 
{x4, x,}, and {x,, x6}, and the system contains the triple {x1, x3, x,}; the 
leave H is an arbitrary 6-regular graph satisfying the two conditions. This 
partial system is easy to form. 
Union the PB[3, 5; n - l] with leave G’ and the PB[3, 1; n - 1 ] with 
leave H. Now add a new vertex x, and add triples containing x and each 
edge of H except {x*,x,}, ( x4,x,}, and {x1,x,}. At this point we have 
a PB[3,6; n] whose leave is G, together with a hexagon on {x1, . . . . x6). 
Remove the triple {xi, xg, x5} from the partial system (i.e., add these three 
edges to the leave). Adding the three triples {x1, x2, x,}, {x,, x4, x5>, and 
{x5, x6, xi } to the system yields a PB[ 3,6; n] with leave G, and the proof 
is complete. 1 
We have proven the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a simple n-vertex graph which is regular of 
degree 2s. Then if G satisfies the necessary congruence and density condi- 
tions, G is a neighbourhood in a B[3,2s; n + 11. 
3. ODD II, n = 0,2 (mod 6) 
In these cases, we can exploit the fact that n + 1 is an admissible order 
for a B[3, 1; n + l] to exist, and use the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1 [a]. Let X be a set of 2s elements, s = 0,2 (mod 3), and 
let F,, F, be two edge-disjoint l-factors on X. Then there exists a 
B[3, 1; 2s+ l] on symbols Xu {a, 6, c} having N(a)= F, u (b, c} and 
N(b)=F,u{a,c}. 
We also require an easy graph-theoretic fact which extends a result used 
in the A = 3 case. Define a nontrivial path factor in a graph to be a spanning 
subgraph, each component of which is a path with at least one edge. We 
prove a simple lemma, which is a corollary of a result of Akiyama, Avis, 
and Era [l]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Every s-regular graph has a nontrivial path factor. 
Proof For s = 1, 2, the result is trivial. So let G be an s-regular graph. 
Ifs is even, apply Petersen’s theorem to find a 2-factor in G, and arbitrarily 
delete an edge in each cycle. If s is odd, arbitrarily add a l-factor F to G 
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to form an s + l-regular graph G’. Find a 2-factor Q in G’. Let Q’ = Q - F. 
Now deleting a single edge from each cycle which remains in Q’ gives a 
nontrivial path factor of G. 1 
We require a somewhat stronger version. 
LEMMA 3.3. Every s-regular simple n-vertex graph has a nontrivial path 
factor containing a path of length one, provided s z 3 and n >, 7. 
Proof: Use Lemma 3.2 to form a nontrivial path factor for such a graph 
G. Now any path in this factor containing more than two edges can have 
one of its intermediate edges deleted to form a nontrivial path factor with 
fewer edges. Continue to do this until1 all paths have length one or two; let 
m be the number of paths of length one and p the number of length two. 
Now notice that if any edge connects two endpoints of paths of length two, 
the combined path has length live and can then be partitioned into three 
paths of length one. If this operation cannot be done, we do some simple 
counting (here we use the fact that the graph is simple). An edge leaving 
an endpoint of a path of length two can go either to the other endpoint of 
the same path, to a vertex in a path of length one, or to a midpoint of a 
path of length two. At least 2p(s- 2) edges occur in the latter two cases. 
Now midpoints in paths of length two can account for at most p(s - 2) of 
these, and hence the remaining p(s - 2) go to paths of length one. But then 
we have that 2m(s - 1) z p(s - 2). Since 2m + 3p = n, this requires that 
4ms-6m Zns-2n. For s= 3, this establishes 6m 3n. For s=4, this 
establishes 5m 3 n. For larger s, observe that the inequality holds when 
4m 2 n(s - 2)/s, and this approximation suffices to prove the result. 1 
Now we are in a position to prove the desired result. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a (2s + 1 )-regular simple graph on n = 0,2 (mod 6) 
vertices, with n > 7. Then G is a neighbourhood of a B[3, 2s + 1; n + 11. 
Proof Use Lemma 3.3 to form a nontrivial path factor P for G having 
at least one path (x, y } of length one. Let H = G - P. H contains vertices 
of degrees 2s - 1 and 2s; arbitrarily add a matching on the vertices of 
degree 2s - 1 to form a 2s-regular graph H’. Next add a matching on the 
vertices of degree 1 in P to form a graph Q in which {x, y } is the unique 
cycle of length two and all other cycles are even (in fact, it is easy to 
require that Q be a 2-cycle and an (n -2)-cycle). Using Lemma 2.2, form 
a B[3,2s; n+ I] with N(co)= H’; call this system B,. Now l-factor 
Q - ( {x, y}, {x, y} } into two l-factors F, , F,. Use Theorem 3.1 to form 
aB[3,1;n+l]withN(co)=F,u{x,y}andN(x)=F,u(co,y};callthis 
system B,. 
The union, B, of B, and B, is a B[3,2s + 1; n + 11; however, N( cc ) = 
Ya2a/52:1-2 
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H’u F1 u (x, y}. Note, however, that all edges of G - N(co) appear in 
N(x). Let S be those triples containing an edge of G - N( co) or N( co) - G. 
Simply interchanging cc and x in the triples of S yields a 
B[3,2s+ l;n+ l] with N(co)=G. 1 
It is worth remarking that the added l-factor F may result in H’ being 
a multigraph, and hence the solution for multigraphs with even A is 
required here. Nevertheless, the lemma does not handle multigraphs for 
odd A, primarily because Lemma 3.3 assumes simplicity. For A= 3, 
Lemma 3.3 is easily extended to multigraphs [3]. 
4. ODD A, n = 4 (mod 6) 
In this last case, we require another classic theorem in graph theory, 
Vizing’s theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1 [7]. Every simple s-regular graph has a proper edge- 
colouring in s + 1 colours. 
This underlies a very useful decomposition: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a simple 6s + 3-regular graph, s z 1. Then G can be 
partitioned into (1) a component consisting of two paths of length two, zero 
or more other paths, and zero or more even cycles, (2) a component consist- 
ing of paths and even cycles, and (3) a subgraph of maximum degree 6s. 
Proof: Use Vizing’s theorem to edge-colour G in 6s+4 colours; let 
(4, ...y Fcis+d } be the partition of the edges in which Fi contains edges 
obtaining colour i. Fi u F, contains even cycles and paths. Without loss of 
generality, we may choose F, u F, to contain live edges as follows: (v, w}, 
{x9 Y> eF1 and {u, v), { w, x}, {y, z} E F2, where in addition, u and z are 
incident with edges of colour 1. We allow the degenerate case u = y, v = z 
corresponding to a 4-cycle. Thus we require only that F, u Fz contain 
either a cycle or a path of length seven or more, which an easy counting 
shows that we can assume without loss of generality. 
Now define m(p) for a vertex p to be the colour missing at p, and take 
M= {m(u), m(v), m(w), m(x), m(y), m(z)}. Evidently IA41 ~6, and so 
there exist colours g, h not appearing in Mu { 1,2}. The three required 
pieces of the partition are obtained by taking (1) F, u F, - { (u, v}, {w, x}, 
{Y, z>>v (2) FguFtz, and (3) the remainder of the graph. The only thing to 
verify is that piece (3) has maximum degree 6s as required. But each of the 
colours { 1,2, g, h} appear at {u, v, w, x, y, z}, and hence each has degree 
6s - 1 in G - (F, u F, u Fg u F,,)}, and hence have degree 6s in piece (3), as 
required. 1 
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We should remark that this decomposition is substantially easier than 
that required for cubic graphs, due to the flexibility of having the 6s extra 
colours. Next we recall two results from [3] which enable us to exploit the 
partitioning. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let F,, F2 be disjoint l-factors on a 6t-set X. Then there is 
a covering on Xv {a, b, c, d, e} by triples so that each pair is covered exactly 
once, except (d, e} which is covered three times and, moreover, N(a) = F, v 
{{b,c), {de}) andN(b)=F2v{(a,c}, {de}}. 
This “covering piece” is matched with a “packing piece.” First we define 
an almost quadratic multigraph to be the result of adding two parallel edges 
between nonadjacent vertices of a 2-regular graph containing only even 
cycles. Then we note that 
LEMMA 4.4 [3]. Let n = 4 (mod 6), and G be an almost quadratic multi- 
graph. Then, with one exception on four vertices, G is the leave of a 
PB[3,2; n]. 
Now we are in a position to put all of the pieces together. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a 6s + 3-regular simple graph with n = 4 (mod 6) 
vertices. Then G is a neighbourhood in a B[3, 6s + 3; n + 11. 
Proof: If s = 0, this follows from Theorem 1.3, so assume s 3 1. Use 
Lemma 4.2 to partition G into 
(1) a spanning subgraph consisting of two single edges { 6, c}, {d, e}, 
zero or more other paths, and zero or more even cycles; 
(2) a spanning subgraph consisting of paths and even cycles; 
(3) a spanning subgraph with maximum degree 6s. 
A particular vertex of G has degrees ( 1, 2, 6s), (2, 1, 6s), or (2, 2, 6s - 1) in 
these three pieces. But then it is easy to find a l-factor on the vertices of 
G whose addition to G yields 
(1) E,, consisting of two 2-cycles {b, c} and (d, e}, and a positive 
number of even cycles; 
(2) E,, a collection of even cycles; 
(3) E,, a 6s-regular subgraph. 
First, let T, and T2 be disjoint l-factors of E, - {{b, c}, (6, c}}. Use 
Lemma 4.3 to form a covering with N(a) = T, v (6, c} and N(b) = 
T2 v {a, c} which covers the edge {d, e} three times; call this system B,. 
Second, let Q be the almost quadratic multigraph E, v {(d, e}, {d, e}}. 
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Use Lemma 4.4 to form a PB[3,2; n] with leave Q, on the same symbols 
of B,, excepting a. Add the new element a, appearing in triples with each 
edge of E, to form a system B, having the property that N(a) = E,, and 
leaving only {d, e} twice. Third, form a B[3,6s; n + l] B, with N(a) = E,. 
Union B,, B,, and B, to form a system B. Note that B is a B[3, 6s + 3; 
it + 11, but N(a) n G = G - T,. The important property to use here is that 
all edges in T, appear in N(b). Consider all triples of the form 
{{~,x,Y)I{x,Y~~~(~)-G~ and {{b,x,y)~{x,y}~G-N(u)}. Inter- 
changing a and b in each of these triples produces a B[3,6s + 3; n + l] in 
which N(u) = G. 1 
It is especially in this construction where we expect that the extension to 
multigraphs will be most difficult. The simplicity of the graph is used 
especially in the development of Lemma 4.2. Every case admitted by the 
necessary conditions has now been dealt with; thus we have proved: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be u simple n-vertex s-regular graph. If G meets 
the necessary congruence and denity conditions, G is a neighbourhood in a 
B[3, s; n + 11. 
It is easy to observe that the only simple graph which fails to meet the 
necessary density condition is C3 v C,. 
5. CLOSING REMARKS 
The main theorem here still falls short of settling the conjecture that 
every multigruph meeting the necessary conditions is a neighborhood. Two 
main problems exist in extending the approach here to multigraphs. First, 
we rely heavily on the quadratic leaves result for I = 1 (Theorem 2.3), and 
of course when ;1= 1 the leave cannot contain a 2-cycle; hence, 
2-factorizations using 2-cycles would pose a difficulty in the extension to 
multigraphs. Second, we rely heavily on Vizing’s edge-colouring theorem 
(Theorem 4.1), which in turn depends on the simplicity of the graph. 
Nevertheless, these are just obstacles to extending the techniques used here 
and do not preclude multigraphs as neighborhoods. Thus we feel strongly 
that the conjecture is reasonable. 
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